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WHITE RUST OF CHRYSANTHEMUM was confirmed on September 
16, 2008, on potted mums from a retail location in Dover. 
Insepctions by Delaware Department of Agriculture personnel 
found the infections at a low incidence.

Chrysanthemum white rust caused by the fungus Puccinia 
horiana affects cultivated chrysanthemum plants in the Family 
Asteraceae. The disease is not established in U.S. chrysanthemum 

Be aware that now is the time to begin 
expecting warm season mites like 
baldcypress rust mite to show peak 
damage and for spruce spider mite and 
the cool season mites to begin 
development--continue scouting for mites!

Japanese stilt grass is starting to flower.  
This is an annual invasive grass.   If you 
mow now, you can remove flowers and 
prevent seed from developing.  You will 
not eliminate a population this way, but 
you can reduce it by mowing in early fall 
each year.

Common lawn slime molds (related to 
fungi) include Physarum spp. and Fuligo 
spp.   Dark gray-to-black crust-like 
material will form on the leaves and stems 
of turfgrass, often radiating out in a 
circular pattern on the lawn after a rainy 
period. The soot-type material rubs off 
easily on shoes and clothing. Slime molds 
feed on decaying organic matter splashed 
upon the leaves and stems, and cause no 
damage to the turf.  They may be more 
common on heavily thatched or poorly 
drained portions of a lawn. Slime molds 
will dry to a dormant and invisible spore 
state, or can be removed from the grass by 
brushing with a broom or a rake. 
Fungicide applications are considered 
ineffective and unnecessary.

The next issue of Ornamentals Hotline will 
be published on October 3, 2008.

What's Hot!

View pictures at http://ornamental
diagnostics.blogspot.com/

TWO UNWANTED FALL HOUSE GUESTS.  The Western conifer 
seed bug (Leptoglossus occidentalis) is often found near white pine 
stands. It is approximately ¾ inch long, has a dusky brown to 
brownish black bodiy and an aggressive looking “beak” head and 
is similar in appearance to squash bugs. The upper surface of the 
abdomen is light yellow to orange. Alternating patterns of brown 
and black appear at the edges of their wing covers along their 
backs. While these insects look large and aggressive, they will not 
bite. They emit a powerful musky odor when disturbed or 
handled. Adults enter buildings seeking a site to overwinter after 
feeding on pine or Douglas-fir cones. They have migrated 
eastward across North America.

The multicolored Asian lady beetle (Harmonia axyridis) [MALB] 
probably established in the US as a result of large-scale aphid 
biocontrol program releases in the 1970's and 1980's in OH, ME, 
CT, DE, PA, MD, GA, MI, and LA. These lady beetles are attracted 
to dwellings that mimic the light stone outcroppings of their 
native overwintering sites (i.e. white or bright colored houses). 
MALB feed on a wide variety of pests including hemlock woolly 
adelgid. However, they have also become a nuisance because they 
congregate in buildings beginning in fall. Identification of MALB 
based on color or spot pattern alone is very difficult  several 
different color forms with and without spotting are often present. 
They will rarely give a small bite.

Deny entry to these fall invaders! Doors, windows, walls, soffits, 
etc. should all be examined and repaired to eliminate gaps  esp. 
South and West exposures. This is also a “green practice” for its 
energy conservation benefits. Vacuuming/sweeping them up cuts 
down on almost all but the most extreme problems. Adjusting 
lighting in infested spaces with window treatments, paint colors, 
or exterior plantings also help. MALB trap designs are available 
on the internet for extreme cases like laboratories, etc. that need 
advanced protection. Don't use pesticides against these fall 
invaders; it provides only short-term relief and does not address 
bigger structural management issues.
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production, and could have significant 
impact. The disease has occasionally been 
found in United States nursery stock in 
greenhouses, but in cooperation with 
USDA it has been easily detected and 
cleaned up when found. The fungus will 
not over winter outdoors in Delaware. 
Symptoms include yellow spots on the 
upper surface of the leaves that are up to 
5 mm in size. On the underside of the 
leaves, raised bumps or pustules develop 
which have a waxy, warty appearance and 
are light in color. If you see symptoms of 
white rust on leaves of a plant purchased 
recently in Delaware, please take it to 
your nearest County Extension Office or 
contact the Delaware Department of 
Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry. 
Plants should be destroyed.

Diseases (Continued) WEEDS
Gordon  Johnson
Agricultural Agent, Kent County

SOIL SAMPLING.  Fall is the time of year most soil samples are taken.  
A soil test is only as good as the sample taken. Follow these 
guidelines  to insure accurate results: 

Take cores from the same for depth for a composite.
Take cores to a depth of 4” for existing turf,  7”  for other sites.
Use a soil probe designed for soil sampling and insert the probe 
into the ground straight and not at an angle.
Start with clean plastic buckets and clean soil probes.
Take enough cores to form a composite (10 is minimum, 20 is 
best, from throughout the area.
Mix soil to make the composite (all clods or core pieces need to be 
broken up and mixed thoroughly before taking the subsample to 
send to the lab)
Make sure each sample represents only one soil type or condition.
Don’t sample areas that will skew the results (backfills, wet 
pockets, areas next to cement walkways, unusual soil features, 
fertilizer or lime spills, etc.).  
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